FEBRUARY 2020

ACT 1 released software version 10.1 on February 24, 2020. For details of all enhancements, see “What’s New
in Version 10.1?” in the ACT 1 Software Guide or at this link: www.act1systems.com/wnvercurandhist.
AFFILIATE SYSTEM
 The Network Ranker report now offers the option to export the report in a “tabular” format, for use in
spreadsheet software like Excel. The tabular has a “level” column that identifies the type of row and the
layout includes the demo, lineup code and lineup full name on each row. This format makes the export
very conducive for processing within a spreadsheet (such as using the Excel “Filter” feature) and for
importing ACT 1 data into other databases or software tools.
 The Audience report now allows users to uncheck the “Combine Repeat Station” option while running a
reach report, making it possible to now see individual instances of repeated stations (rather than only
seeing a single line combining repeat stations together). Users can still check this option to combine
repeat stations, if desired.
PLANNER
 Planner has a new feature to automatically “fetch” Index and Women/Men skew (Comp%) for network
properties in XML proposals. This process builds the Affiliate System report, grabs the results from the
Overview page and places the results into Planner (in new Index and Comp% columns). There is no longer
a need to manually look up Index/Comp% results and manually type those into Planner note fields.
 Agencies can now use Planner (File menu) to create a “streaming CSV” proposal template to be emailed
to streaming vendors (they can fill out the CSV in Excel and email it back to the agency). The agency can
then import the streaming CSV proposal into Planner (and optionally convert it into XML format).
 For more details, see the online guide or recent updates at http://www.act1systems.com/planner.
LINEUP MANAGER
 Lineup Manager now displays extra information when importing conflicting lineups (i.e., when a lineup
being imported has the same name as a lineup that already exists). The extra information displayed is the
old and new lineup dates and full name descriptions, to help the user decide if it is safe to replace lineups.
SITE MANAGER


The “Check Installed Data” now breaks out CDM and PPM monthly data into separate lines.

You can contact ACT 1 Systems at (818) 347-6400 (x10 for Rob, x16 for David) for unlimited free phone or screen-sharing training during our
regular business hours from 8:00am–5:00pm Pacific Time. Call us as often as you need to get answers to your questions, no matter how
complex or trivial. You can also send an e-mail to Rob (rfite@act1systems.com) or David (ddavidson@act1systems.com) any time.

